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Alien Embrace
Educated about humankind by the 1980s movies that came to them in an interstellar time capsule, these gorgeous gentlemen are
eager to meet Earth girls... Grab all three sizzling SciFi Romance books for one low price! ?Book Thirteen: Drago He’s her lab
subject. She’s the subject of his forbidden fantasies… But the delicate balance at the lab won’t last forever. When circumstances
force Drago and two of his brothers to flee, Arden must help them escape. But can she keep her relationship with her subject
professional? Or has science blinded her to true love? Book Fourteen: Burton She’s hunting a gang of bee rustlers. But her sexy
alien companion is on the hunt for her heart. When bee rustlers threaten Tansy’s one chance to save the orchard, the madcap
adventure begins. Tansy will need Burton’s help to hold onto the family farm. But will she be able to hold onto her heart? Book
Fifteen: Riggs This number-loving accountant is way out of her comfort zone. Her sexy alien intended is determined to prove that
she can count on him. When vandals strike the farm, threatening to ruin the tourist season and expose the aliens, Riggs and Sage
must work together to solve the mystery and stop the villains who want to sabotage the peach orchard. But even if Riggs can foil
the evildoers, will he be able to sweep his stalwart mate off her feet? About the Stargazer Alien Brides series (Intergalactic Dating
Agency): Collection 1 focuses on three couples in a small Pennsylvania town, featuring Bond, Rocky and Magnum. Collection 2
follows the story to a resort in the Catskills where three new couples meet and features Kitt, Remington and Indiana. Collection 3
continues the adventure with three new couples in a small-town police academy, featuring Lobo, Conan and Hawkeye. Collection
4 features Kirk, Buck and Solo as they try to connect with their chosen mates at a comic convention. Collection 5 comes back to
Stargazer, and a small farm where love is in bloom for Drago, Burton and Riggs.
The next person who compares Chloe Cho with famous violinist Abigail Yang is going to HEAR it. Chloe has just about had it with
people not knowing the difference between someone who's Chinese, Japanese, or Korean. She's had it with people thinking that
everything she does well -- getting good grades, winning first chair in the orchestra, et CETera -- are because she's ASIAN. Of
course, her own parents don't want to have anything to DO with their Korean background. Any time Chloe asks them a question
they change the subject. They seem perfectly happy to be the only Asian family in town. It's only when Chloe's with her best friend,
Shelly, that she doesn't feel like a total alien. Then a new teacher comes to town: Ms. Lee. She's Korean American, and for the
first time Chloe has a person to talk to who seems to understand completely. For Ms. Lee's class, Chloe finally gets to explore her
family history. But what she unearths is light-years away from what she expected.
When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what to make of it. But as Martians emerge and begin killing bystanders, it
quickly becomes clear—England is under attack. Armed soldiers converge on the scene to ward off the invaders, but meanwhile,
more Martian cylinders land on Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks out across England, the locals must fight for their
lives, but life on Earth will never be the same. This is an unabridged version of one of the first fictional accounts of extraterrestrial
invasion. H. G. Wells's military science fiction novel was first published in book form in 1898, and is considered a classic of English
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literature.
Story about a rare disease in which the author calls "Alien"
Only her love can redeem their crimes...if their secrets don't get her killed. Imdiko Conyod's clanmates Dramok Erybet and Nobek
Sletran are home from the war. However, he no longer knows these men. Changed by the horrors they've seen and done, they are
very different people. How can he allow them to clan the traumatised Earther Rachel Hicks, whom he's come to love so deeply?
And how can he not clan her when she's the only thing right in his life? Erybet and Sletran keep secret the truth of the terrible
crime they committed on the Earther colony of New Bethlehem. The damaged clan tries to pick up the pieces of their shattered
lives with Rachel, a woman as passionate as any three men could wish for. But the murders of other Earther women mean Erybet
and Sletran must face the monstrous act they thought they had left behind. Someone calling himself the Beast of New Bethlehem
is murdering Earther women...and the killer may be closer to the clan's beloved Rachel than anyone suspects.
Based on two years living and researching in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, What Though the Field Be Lost uses the battlefield there
as a way to engage ongoing issues involving race, regional identity, and the ethics of memory. With empathy and humility, Kempf
reveals the overlapping planes of historical past and public present, integrating archival material—language from monuments,
soldiers' letters, eyewitness accounts of the battle—with reflection on present-day social and political unrest. Here monument
protests, police shootings, and heated battle reenactments expose the ambivalences and evasions involved in the consolidation of
national (and nationalist) identity. In What Though the Field Be Lost, Kempf shows that, though the Civil War may be over, the field
at Gettysburg and all that it stands for remain sharply contested. Shuttling between past and present, the personal and the public,
What Though the Field Be Lost examines the many pasts that inhere, now and forever, in the places we occupy.
One of the first American Gothic novels, Edgar Huntly mirrors the social and political temperaments of the postrevolutionary United
States.
One fateful night in Vegas, two fated mates met for the first time...Ashley was thirty-five with no hope of finding love. The Area 51
raid may not have gone as planned, but she was still going to celebrate the best way she knew how: by hiring an alien cosplayer
for one delicious night. Xizi didn't think he'd see the light of day again. That is until the Fates smiled upon him and he was able to
escape.Will Xizi find his enax before it's too late? And will Ashley agree to leave Earth to never return again? Ravished by the
Escapee is within the Project universe and set before the events that forever changed Earth. This novella is part of a prequel
miniseries - Project: Shortcut - and can be read as a standalone romance but couples / pairings of each novella within the series
will cross paths. Warning - This is a Short and Steamy Sci-fi Alien ROMCOM Parody - HEA is expected.
THE FIRST IN AN ALL NEW, OFFICIAL TRILOGY SET IN THE ALIEN UNIVERSE! Featuring the iconic Ellen Ripley in a terrifying
new adventure that bridges the gap between Alien and Aliens. Officially sanctioned and true to the Alien cannon, Alien: Out of the
Shadows expands upon the well-loved mythos and is a must for all Alien fans.
Spider-Man's greatest fashion disaster continues! With his symbiotic black costume safely removed and imprisoned for study,
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Spidey re-dons the classic red-and-blues to battle fearsome foes including Hobgoblin, Silvermane and the Kingpin! And when the
Black Cat whips him up a homemade version of his ebony ensemble, Spidey can embrace a modern look that only looks killer. But
while Peter thinks he's done with his rather clingy former suit, the sinister symbiote isn't finished with him. COLLECTING: Marvel
Team-Up (1972) 146-150; Peter Parker, the Spectacular Spider-Man (1976) 96-100, Annual 4; Amazing Spider-Man (1963)
259-263; Web of Spider-Man (1985) 1
An invasion has Cassidy fighting for her soul, but it's her heart Clan Tranis is determined to claim. Cassidy Hamilton doesn't think
life can get any worse after being sequestered in a convent on Europa. A Kalquorian invasion quickly changes her mind, and she
barely eludes her people's greatest enemy. Fear and desire become a heady mixture when her spying reveals the aliens'
intentions for Europa's nuns--bondage and seduction. But that's nothing compared with the plans Captain Tranis and his
clanmates Lidon and Degorsk have for the young woman when they capture her.
She’s hunting a gang of bee rustlers. But her sexy alien companion is on the hunt for her heart. Tansy Martin’s dream is simple to live out her life running the family farm in the sweet small town of Stargazer. But lately something sexy has been slipping into
her dreams at night, and the tall dark and handsome fugitive alien seems determined to make his way into her daytimes too.
Burton is hypnotized by tall, tough, tantalizing Tansy. His only desire is to serve her in the fields by day and in her bed by night.
But his exquisite intended is determined to focus on the farm no matter how he tries to tempt her into becoming his mate. When
bee rustlers threaten Tansy’s one chance to save the orchard, their madcap adventure begins. Tansy will need Burton’s help to
hold onto the family farm. But will she be able to hold onto her heart? About the Stargazer Alien Brides series (Intergalactic Dating
Agency): Educated about humankind by the 1980s movies that came to them in an interstellar time capsule, these gorgeous
gentlemen are eager to meet Earth girls... Collection 1 focuses on three couples in a small Pennsylvania town, featuring Bond,
Rocky and Magnum. Collection 2 follows the story to a resort in the Catskills where three new couples meet and features Kitt,
Remington and Indiana. Collection 3 continues the adventure with three new couples in a small-town police academy, featuring
Lobo, Conan and Hawkeye. Collection 4 features Kirk, Buck and Solo as they try to connect with their chosen mates at a comic
convention. Collection 5 comes back to Stargazer, and a small farm where love is in bloom for Drago, Burton and Riggs.
When Lori Sullivan wakes in the hospital with no memories, her first response is panic. Then psychiatrist Dr. Mark Greene shows
up in her room, top of the rotation for emergency patients. Mark seems familiar somehow, though he doesn't seem to know her.
Mark is instantly drawn to this new patient with the strange, beautiful eyes. She's vulnerable and lost, and he finds himself caught
in the position of wanting more than a professional relationship with Lori. Neither one can see what a relationship between the two
of them will lead to, for them or for the planet.
An evil corporation's secret bio-weapons program is putting all of humanity at risk. Ellen Ripley's daughter must fight the horrific
xenomorph threat. Following the events of Alien: Isolation, Amanda Ripley is kept silent by the Weyland-Yutani Corporation about
the xenomorph threat. Enter Zula Hendricks, an Ex-Colonial Marine, in need of Ripley's help to expose a sinister bio-weapons
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program. The duo teams up against the sinister corporation's upgraded arsenal as they journey through space from research lab
to test facility designed to keep the darkest atrocities secret! Critically acclaimed writer Brian Wood (The Massive, DMZ, Briggs
Land) returns to Aliens to pen the harrowing efforts of Ripley and Hendricks to bring down the Weyland-Yutani weapons program.
With hair-raising art by Robert Carey (Power Rangers, The Phantom). Collects Aliens: Resistance 1-4 comic series.
LAST BOOK OF THE TRILOGY MY ALIEN AND I and THE ALIEN'S EMBRACE
Can a marriage of convenience lead to something more? After escaping war-torn Earth, Skylar seeks refuge on planet New Vaxx,
where she’s expected to take a Vaxxlian warrior as a husband. Eager for a fresh start, she longs to settle down with one of the
huge, protective aliens. But when Vaxxlian Matchmakers informs her that her one true soulmate has perished, she’s heartbroken,
even though she never actually met the male. When she’s matched to a widowed Vaxxlian instead—as a marriage of
convenience—she worries she’ll never find happiness with the gruff, controlling warrior named Tahrin. She can’t help but think she
should’ve never visited Vaxxlian Matchmakers in the first place. What if she’s made a terrible mistake?

The tranquility of Mars is disrupted by humans who want to conquer space, colonize the planet, and escape a doomed
Earth.
How do you come up with ideas that change the world? ________________ This bold and inspiring new book argues
that everyone who made leaps of creative genius - whether to cure Ebola or circumnavigate the world in a hot air balloon
- had one thing in common; they all thought like ALIENs. Distilling over a decade of research into a fascinating journey
through history, science and business, Bouquet, Barsoux and Wade reveal that there are five patterns of thinking that
distinguish true innovators from the rest of us; Attention, Levitation, Imagination, Experimentation and Navigation. But,
crucially, they show how utilising this model will help you solve any complex problem and come up with ground-breaking
ideas of your own. ________________ 'Stuck in innovation stagnation? Read this brilliant book, and you'll break free
from it' Rolf Dobelli, author of the million-copy bestseller The Art of Thinking Clearly 'A sharp critique of the conventional
wisdom around innovation with thought-provoking advice for how to do it better' Jake Knaap, New York Times-bestselling
author of Sprint
Make contact with the hottest alien anthology in the universe! Claimed Among the Stars will rocket you to reading bliss
with more action, adventure, and pleasure than one planet can contain. Curl up with this collection of wild and wonderful
heavenly bodies and venture to the unknown worlds that only your favorite sci-fi romance authors could create. Hearts in
zero gravity are free to fall, and destiny awaits unsuspecting heroines far across the galaxy. Whether you love a trip
that’s nice and easy or dark and steamy, this collaboration of more than fifty bestselling authors is guaranteed to please.
Embrace the heat, the sweet, the dark, and the depraved, and grab your copy of Claimed Among the Stars today! A word
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of warning: this anthology is only available for a limited time, so grab your copies now before they blast off forever. The
proceeds of Claimed Among the Stars will benefit The National Women’s Coalition Against Violence and Exploitation,
which serves women and children in the United States and abroad. This anthology contains exclusive, never before
published stories by: Kate Rudolph Zoey Draven Tasha Black Tana Stone Nancey Cummings Honey Phillips Octavia
Kore Ella Maven Tamsin Ley Iona Strom V. K. Ludwig Hope Hart Alana Khan Victoria Aveline SJ Sanders Alison Aimes
Jade Waltz Ava Ross V. T. Bonds Kyra Snow Annabelle Rex Amarra Skye Liz Paffel Elizabeth Stephens Olivia Riley
Veronica Scott Elin Wyn Hattie Jacks Samantha Rose A. G. Wilde Alexis B. Osborne Ella Blake Stephanie West Jessica
Grayson Ivy Knox Lynnea Lee Kate Stevens Julie K. Cohen Hannah Haze Sarah Johns C. Y. Croc Leslie Chase Tina
Moss Ana B. Starr L. Starfyre Lilly Griffin V.C. Lancaster Loretta Johns R. L. Olvitt Julie L. Vance Kassie Keegan
Anthropologists have long sought to engage and describe foreign or “alien” societies, yet few have considered the fluid
communities centered around a shared belief in alien beings and UFO sightings and their effect on popular and
expressive culture. Opening up a new frontier for anthropological study, the contributors to E.T. Culture take these
communities seriously. They demonstrate that an E.T. orientation toward various forms of visitation—including alien
beings, alien technologies, and uncanny visions—engages primary concepts underpinning anthropological research: host
and visitor, home and away, subjectivity and objectivity. Taking the point of view of those who commit to sci-fi as sci-fact,
contributors to this volume show how discussions and representations of otherworldly beings express concerns about
racial and ethnic differences, the anxieties and fascination associated with modern technologies, and alienation from the
inner workings of government. Drawing on social science, science studies, linguistics, popular and expressive culture,
and social and intellectual history, the writers of E.T. Culture unsettle the boundaries of science, magic, and religion as
well as those of technological and human agency. They consider the ways that sufferers of “unmarked” diseases such
as Chronic Fatigue Syndrome come to feel alien to both the “healthy” world and the medical community incapable of
treating them; the development of alien languages like Klingon; attempts to formulate a communications technology—such
as that created for the spaceship Voyager—that will reach alien beings; the pilgrimage spirit of UFO seekers; the out-oftime experiences of Nobel scientists; the embrace of the alien within Japanese animation and fan culture; and the
physical spirituality of the Raëlian religious network. Contributors. Debbora Battaglia, Richard Doyle, Joseph Dumit,
Mizuko Ito, Susan Lepselter, Christopher Roth, David Samuels
A rogue spaceship captain. A human scientist. An explosive attraction. Faith has spent the past eight years as a scientist
locked in an alien research lab. When she finally manages to escape and finds out what the aliens are doing with her
work, she is appalled and determined to stop their plans. The alien spaceship captain who unknowingly assisted her
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escape is going to help her shut down the lab - whether he wants to or not. And she's not going to let his massive body or
the kind heart hidden behind his gruff facade distract her. Captain Athtar finally has his life exactly the way he wants it he has his ship, his crew, and his freedom. No mouthy little human is going to interfere with any of that, no matter how
much she tempts him or how much his instincts demand that he claim her. If only he weren't as tempted as much by her
brilliant mind as by her luscious body. Can Faith and Athtar fight their overwhelming attraction long enough to defeat the
evil scientists and stay ahead of the Imperial Fleet? And when the battle is over, can there be a future for the two of
them? Each book in the Alien Abduction series features a different couple and can be enjoyed as a standalone romance.
Intended for mature readers.
“You weren’t the only one who was rescued. We saved each other.” Emma is on vacation with her six siblings to ring in
the New Year with everything auspicious and nothing to do with broken relationships, disappointments, and heartache.
But what she got was an alien abduction. Raeko, a beautiful green star-being, rescues her from horrific beasts that want
her to reproduce for them. His protection and honesty stirs her heart in a way that echoes the love she has always
wanted. Is he Emma’s New Year’s gift? Or is he another male who’s going to bruise her heart?
Originally published in 1984, this dystopian trilogy—"a pioneering feminist experiment"—is a testament to the power of
language and women's collective action (Literary Hub). In 2205, the 19th Amendment has long been repealed and
women are only valued for their utility. The Earth's economy depends on an insular group of linguists who "breed" women
to be perfect interstellar translators until they are sent to the Barren House to await death. But instead, these women are
slowly creating a language of their own to make resistance possible. Ignorant to this brewing revolution, Nazareth, a
brilliant linguist, and Michaela, a servant, both seek emancipation in their own ways. But their personal rebellions risk
exposing the secret language, and threaten the possibility of freedom for all. “This angry feminist text is also an
exemplary experiment in speculative fiction, deftly and implacably pursuing both a scientific hypothesis and an ideological
hypothesis through all their social, moral, and emotional implications.” —Ursula K. Le Guin "A welcome reminder of the
feminist legacies of science fiction. . . . Explores the power of speech, agency, and subversion in a work that is as
gripping, troubling, and meaningful today as it has ever been." —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Having escaped post-Armageddon Earth, Dani Watson is resigned to working in a brothel to pay off her contract. Then
her worst nightmare arrives to buy her--a Kalquorian clan. Dani Watson is a brothel worker on the planet Dantovon.
Having escaped post-Armageddon Earth, she's resigned to spending several years in service to pay off her contract. Her
one consolation is that she avoided being captured by the Kalquorians. When a Kalquorian clan buys her contract, Dani
attempts escape. Crashing on a remote moon puts her life in jeopardy, leaving her and the clan of Gelan, Wynhod and
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Krijero fighting for survival in a hostile environment. Worse still, they're being hunted by a group of brutal Tragooms who
are determined to capture Dani and subject her to a fate worse than death.
The mighty Kalquorian Empire trembles on the verge of extinction. After watching a virus decimate their female
population, Kalquor is desperate to find a way to survive. Marked for execution, Jessica McInness knows joining the
enemy is her only hope for survival. When Kalquor’s crown princes arrive to rescue her, she discovers the three alien
men aren’t quite what she hoped for in lifelong mates. Arrogant and brutish, the royal clan infuriate her—and awaken
passions no other men have. The Kalquorians are determined to seduce the temperamental woman who inflames their
lusts. They relentlessly pursue the hesitant Earther, resorting to forceful means to claim her as their mate. But love
comes at a high price when the princes’ choice of a princess incites a rebellion on Kalquor and endangers Jessica’s life.
Alien EmbraceTotal-e-bound
It streaked through the sky on a perfect day in July and landed in the garden... When a mysterious red orb appears one
day, the vegetables aren’t sure what to make of it. They decide that it must be an alien tomato! They name her Allie and
try to make her feel as welcome as possible. But Gopher isn’t convinced. He’s sure it’s just a ball. This delightfully silly
tale and its equally hilarious art are a perfect fit for gardeners and sci-fi fans alike.
They are the enemy, a threat to her life and soul. They are also the men she loves and must set free. For most, the EarthKalquor War ended years ago. Yet veteran destroyer captain Zemos and clanmates Oret and Miragin have been
captured by a renegade Earther battlecruiser. They've been held in a cell for months now, with no idea where their
ultimate fate lies. Threatened daily, their lives could end at any moment. The only bright spot during their imprisonment
has been the lovely woman who brings them their meals and offers the one friendly face amongst their enemies. Elisa
Mackenzie is among the desperate Earthers trying to survive in the wake of Armageddon. Surrounded by fanatics who
won't give up a long-lost war, she can't let herself care for the Kalquorians the ship has taken prisoner. Her lonely heart,
empty for so long, has other ideas. Knowing the Kalquorians are dangerous and her fanatical shipmates are even more
so, Elisa fights her feelings in vain. Ignoring the harsh lessons of long-lost youth, she falls in love. Zemos, Oret and
Miragin must escape before the Earthers deliver them to an unthinkable end. They also know the key to opening their
cage means turning on the woman who has infiltrated their fierce hearts. Elisa already has their adoration. She deserves
their protection and care as well, but enemies both new and ancient threaten the Kalquorian Empire. To save their people
and themselves, the three men may have to destroy the woman who would complete their clan.
An Earth woman is claimed by an alien clan of three men, bringing their two worlds to the brink of war. Amelia Ryan fled
Earth’s fanatically religious government to live quietly among the aliens of Plasius. Her life of peace shatters when a
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three-man clan from the planet Kalquor kidnaps her and holds her prisoner. With their people poised on the verge of
extinction, the Kalquorians are determined to have Amelia for their mate. Amelia is equally determined to escape. But
when her body thrills to the ruthless domination of her captors, she finds herself surrendering to desires she never
imagined possible.
Ambassador's Bride, C.J. Scarlett, Sci-Fi Romance In a dystopian future where humans have foolishly squandered
Earth's natural resources, the few remaining people are becoming desperate. Crowded in huge underground cities,
they've finally come to the end of the line and they must decide whether or not they will trade the only valuable resource
Earth has left... Women. Being the daughter of a wealthy diplomat, Rose is blissfully ignorant of how the less fortunate
live. Desperate to escape to a planet where she can enjoy the sun on her face and swim in clear unpolluted oceans, she
vows to make herself the first bride to be mated to off-worlders. When the Krylon delegation arrives, she realizes that in
addition to being good stewards of their planet, eager for female companionship, and polite to a fault, the Krylon males
are also drop dead gorgeous. Unfortunately, Earth's population is vehemently opposed to the galactic mate's treaty... will
Rose and her soon to be Alien Husband be able to make their escape from Earth?
FROM BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF LGBTQ ROMANCE, SAMANTHA CAYTO A page-turner from beginning to end ~
Archaeolibrarian Samantha Cayto is a guilty pleasure author for me. ~ Wicked Reads 4 - Star Dance Malcolm MacLerie
has long made his home in the wild Highlands of Scotland. When his captain asks for his help one last time, however, he
can't refuse. 5 - Mating Dance Trey Duncan's career as a Boston cop has taken an unearthly turn. He's become
embroiled in an alien war being fought on his planet. 6 - Healing Dance Having survived brutal centuries as Dracul's
slave, Dafydd is pulling his life together. Trauma still affects every aspect of his daily life, however, and he struggles to
cope with it in dangerous ways. He also cannot quite shake the appeal of the human doctor who saved his life.
Shipwrecked aliens became the origin of vampire lore. Their physical power and need for blood have long frightened and
mesmerized humans. Locked in a millennial battle, half the crew is trying to help humanity while the other is trying to
enslave it. As the leaders of the two factions, neither Alex nor Dracul will capitulate. Now the humans have the ability to
destroy Earth entirely. Alex must end Dracul's quest for power once and for all or risk the loss of their adopted planet.
With the help of human lovers and allies, the final battle is about to begin.
**All five stories collected in this volume have been previously published in various collections, novels and anthologies,
including Forge and Steel, Planetary Assault, First Conquest, Desolator: Conquest, and Jerry Pournelle's There Will Be
War X.** Earth and her solar system are under continuous attack by an empire of a thousand worlds. The enemy's living
ships spread inexorably from star to star, reproducing along the way. The only thing standing in their way are the men
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and women of EarthFleet and their Fleet Marine brothers- and sisters-in-arms. But soon, EarthFleet will launch its own
counterattack, a desperate bid to conquer an enemy star system and turn the tide of war. Leading the assault will be
Sergeant Major Jill "Reaper" Repeth, Lieutenant Joseph "Bull" ben Tauros, Admiral Henrich Absen, and Commander
Vincent Markis, all ready to lay their lives on the line to preserve the lives and freedom of a fragile humanity. This is the
world of Plague Wars: Stellar Conquest, a science fiction saga spanning sixteen novels and several shorter stories.
Logan Rickover, owner of a hardware store in a small town in Kentucky, has lucid dreams of life as an astronaut that
intrude upon his life at any moment. Which of his lives is real? The quiet paradise of Danville or the terrifying jungle world
of Stheno D?
For those who undertake a serious investigation of unidentified flying objects (UFO), there can be no questioning their
reality. Still, our government would have people believe UFOs are natural earthly phenomenon. Ancient alien theorist,
however, claim unidentified flying objects are highly advanced alien mechanical devices. Furthermore, the theorist would
have us believe aliens are associated with the genesis of mankind, and during our formative years, they guided us with
both technology and the teaching of civil/moral standards. On the one hand, we have our government saying it is nothing,
and on the other hand, we have ancient alien theorists saying ancient aliens were the gods we used to worship. We
cannot help but wonder why the government denies alien existence and, at the same time, ancient alien theorists preach
a coming alien salvation. It is only when the ancient alien theory is decoded that elements of truth are revealed.
Lindsey is an Earth survivor who could complete Kalquor's Clan Bacoj...or destroy it. Lindsey McInness and her parents
are barely surviving on post-Armageddon Earth. When a Kalquorian shuttle crashes nearby, Lindsey has no choice but to
offer herself to the clan on board in exchange for food and rescue. Bacoj, Japohn and Vax are stunned when a young
woman presents herself to them for their sexual pleasure. Kalquorians of their youth and low rank have no expectation of
finding the elusive Earther mates Kalquorians covet so highly. But the strong-willed and yet yielding Lindsey seems to be
a perfect fit for them...until they learn her secret that threatens to tear the entire clan apart.
This is especially true of the science fiction film--a genre as old as cinema itself--which has rarely received the serious
attention devoted to such genres as the western, the film noir and recently, under the aegis of feminist film theory, the socalled "woman's film." Alien Zone aims to bring science fiction cinema fully into the ambit of cultural theory in general and
of film theory in particular. The essays in this book--some newly written, others gathered from scattered sources--look at
the ways in which contemporary science fiction films draw on, rework, and transform established themes and
conventions of the genre: the mise-en-scene of future worlds; the myth of masculine mastery of nature; power and
authority and their relation to technology. This material is ordered and contextualized by the editor with a view to
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exploring how science fiction cinema has been approached critically and theoretically by commentators on the genre: as
a mirror of society, as bearing or producing ideology; as caught up in an intertext of media productions, or as expressing
unconscious desires. Contributors include Giuliana Bruno, Scott Bukatman, Thomas B. Byers, Barbara Creed, Anne
Cranny-Francis, Daniel Dervin, H. Bruce Franklin, James H. Kavanagh, Douglas Kelner, Steve Neale, Judith Newton,
Constance Penley, Hugh Ruppersberg, Michael Ryan, Vivian Sobchack, Michael Stern, J. P. Telotte, and Paul Virilio.
When Flowkwee goes to planet Earth on a mission, he has to stay disguised—as a small Earthling called Nigel, with only
one head and four appendages! But that's not all: His personal mission is to go to a school every day to collect Earthlings
to "improve." Nigel knows he has to act dumb around the Earthlings, so in math class he pretends he only knows his
times table up until two million and six times nine, and in literacy class he pretends to read like a newborn Faathing baby.
A lot of Earthling life is totally weird to Nigel—the odd removable skins Earthlings wear called "clothes" and the funny paint
on his mom's face called "makeup"—but in some ways Earth is even better than planet Faa. Earth is full of cool sounds
made up of all different pitches and noises called "music," and Earthlings get gifts every year on their birthdays, just for
being alive! But while Nigel starts to embrace his Earthling self, in the background lurks a coming invasion that his dad
keeps talking about. And why are they so interested in a substance called "spinach"? Letters from an Alien Schoolboy is
sure to delight even the most reluctant readers as Earthling kids giggle their way through Nigel's gaffes and escapades.
This is a fantastic gift for girls and boys eight and up!
Amelia Ryan fled Earth's fanatically religious government to live quietly among the aliens of Plasius. Her life of peace
shatters when a three-man clan from the planet Kalquor kidnaps her and holds her prisoner. With their people poised on
the verge of extinction, the Kalquorians are determined to have Amelia for their mate. Amelia is equally determined to
escape. But when her body thrills to the ruthless domination of her captors, she finds herself surrendering to desires she
never imagined possible. RATING: Carnal/Erotica-mild BDSM. Captive situation/forced seduction. Multiple sexual
partners. Retrospective MOM and rape of the heroine--not by the hero! Genre: Futuristic Romance.
Royal Flush…. Prince Adalard Ha’darra’s mission is simple—stay out of trouble while on Earth. His plans to enjoy his time
with a few pleasurable distractions change when his transport is sabotaged, forcing him to land miles from Paul Grove’s
remote ranch. When a stranger stops to give him a lift to his destination, he sees the colors of her aura and is stunned to
discover his mate! Samara Lee-Stephens has lived with the Lee-Stephens curse her entire life. Determined to break it,
she focuses on earning enough money to one day leave her family’s reputation behind. She is furious when her stupid
brothers drag her into their messed up lives—by losing her in a poker game! As if her life wasn’t complicated enough, she
soon finds herself fascinated by the Grove ranch’s newest client who claims to be an alien prince! Adalard and Samara
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discover that time may change them, but not their enemies. Can Adalard and Samara survive the challenges that
threaten to tear them apart, or will their enemies succeed despite the precautions and sacrifices they’ve taken? **If you
love romance in the style of Nalini Singh, Christine Feehan, J.R. Ward, Ilona Andrews, Patricia Briggs, Dianne Duvall,
Grace Goodwin, and Laurell K. Hamilton and you're a fan of out-of-this world space adventures like Starman, Star Trek,
Star Wars, Stargate, and all the exciting SciFi Romance movies out there, be sure to read internationally acclaimed, NYT
and USAT Bestselling Author S.E. Smith's book series! Adventure and hot romance all in one place! Over TWO MILLION
books sold! Tags: multicultural, royalty, alien romance, sci-fi romance, scifi romance, scifi alien romance, science fiction
romance, fantasy romance, urban fantasy romance, paranormal romance, psychic romance, paranormal contemporary,
telepathy, space travel, strong female, strong male, human female, alien male, destiny, alien contact, aliens among us,
alien mate, fated mate, telepathic mates, mental connection, mind, mental link, first love, instalove, destined love, trauma,
warrior, military, magic, adventure, power, escape, suspense, toxic family, found family, loving family, steamy, NC-17,
unforeseen, angst, action, award, thriller, crime, mechanic, twin
An Earth woman is claimed by an alien clan of three men, bringing their two worlds to the brink of war. Amelia Ryan fled
Earth's fanatically religious government to live quietly among the aliens of Plasius. Her life of peace shatters when a
three-man clan from the planet Kalquor kidnaps her and holds her prisoner. With their people poised on the verge of
extinction, the Kalquorians are determined to have Amelia for their mate. Amelia is equally determined to escape. But
when her body thrills to the ruthless domination of her captors, she finds herself surrendering to desires she never
imagined possible.
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